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ABSTRACT
We propose a new set of benchmark problems that come from the

�eld of cryptography. �ese problems are o�en easy to de�ne, they

are relevant in practice, and some of them have a known optimal

value. �e solutions from these problems can be used as crypto-

graphic primitives and consequently function as components of

cryptographic algorithms. �ey can be compared not only with

other evolutionary computation techniques but with a broad spec-

trum of techniques. Finally, due to the fact that many of the optimal

solutions are not known (although we know they must exist), �nd-

ing such solutions would also have a signi�cant practical impact.
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1 INTRODUCTION
We propose a benchmark suite based on several well-known prob-

lems from the domain of cryptography. �at approach o�ers several

advantages such as:

(1) Problems that are well-understood, yet di�cult.

(2) Problems that have practical signi�cance and where new

results can also a�ract a�ention from the cryptographic

community.

(3) Problems that are well investigated and where one o�en

has a signi�cant amount of knowledge a�ainable bounds

and trade-o�s.

(4) Problems where it is possible to compare the solutions

not only with EC techniques but also with solutions ob-

tained by deterministic techniques or other domain speci�c

heuristics.
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We present three classes of cryptographic problems that o�er

tunability with respect to problem size, number of relevant crypto-

graphic properties, and possible representations of solutions includ-

ing discrete and continuous �xed-length vectors as well as genetic

programming expressions. �e problems considered here are based

on:

(1) �nding Boolean functions with a certain set of properties –

Section 4,

(2) �nding vectorial Boolean functions with a certain set of

properties – Section 5,

(3) �nding the delay vectors describing Physically Unclonable

Functions (PUFs) – Section 6.

Our presentation takes a solution representation perspective. All

problems herein can be fundamentally represented by a bitstring,

however there are more practical mappings to conventional evolu-

tionary computation (EC) representations. �e problems presented

here are already well explored and have plethora of results for

comparison. One can easily �nd a number of sources and publicly

available tools that o�er the needed functionalities for testing cryp-

tographic primitives [17, 31, 39]. Finally, we refer interested readers

for further details on applications of evolutionary computation to

cryptographic problems to [29, 30].

�e rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we

give details about our framework. Section 3 introduces the nota-

tion and gives a general introduction to cryptographic problems

we consider here. Sections 4, 5, and 6 present the three classes

of problems: Boolean functions, vectorial Boolean functions, and

PUFs, respectively. Finally, Section 7 gives a brief conclusion.

2 CRYPTOBENCH FRAMEWORK
�e code for all considered problems is o�ered as a part of the

Evolutionary Computation Framework (ECF) [15] wri�en in C++

and also as a standalone set of functions [16]. �ere, we give not

only the implementations for properties presented here, but also

prede�ned �tness functions that cover all the speci�c problem

instances given here (as well as other problem instances). For each

class of the problems presented here, there is a separate project

to avoid confusion around which properties align with a class.

In [16] we also give, for each problem, state-of-the-art solutions

for a number of di�erent sizes and techniques (both heuristic and

deterministic). Finally, it is possible to submit new solutions to

enter a “Hall of Fame” as well as to provide the reference to work.

To facilitate a be�er understanding of the problems, but also

to potentially improve the system performance, our framework
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(see Figure 1) o�ers several properties and representations of cryp-

tographic primitives wri�en in di�erent ways. For example, the

balancedness property of a Boolean function can be determined

from truth table and the Walsh-Hadamard transformation. We pro-

vide the code for all such options for �exibility. We also provide

the source code for both naive and optimized implementations for

various properties and representations of cryptographic primitives.

In Figure 1 we depict our framework for Boolean functions. We

show several possible representations of a Boolean function and

how it is translated into truth table form. From there, the property

checker can be regarded as a black box where for each input it

outputs the property value. If desired, this black box can be easily

examined in order to learn additional information about a speci�c

problem.

3 BACKGROUND AND NOTATION
One standard division of cryptography is into symmetric key cryp-

tography and public key cryptography [11, 28]. Going one step

further, symmetric key cryptography can be divided into block

ciphers and stream ciphers. Two out of three problems we pro-

pose belong to symmetric key cryptography where one has more

importance in stream ciphers and the other in block ciphers.

A common trait of all such ciphers is that they are designed to

ful�ll a speci�c number of cryptographic criteria. �ese varying

criteria enable ciphers to resist di�erent cryptanalysis a�acks like

di�erential [3], linear [22], and algebraic [8].

For instance, to make a block cipher resilient against linear crypt-

analysis, one option is to use vectorial Boolean functions with as

high as possible nonlinearity property value (we will explain the

meaning of this property and how its value is derived in Section 5).

In stream ciphers, one usual source of nonlinearity are Boolean

functions [5]. Both of these scenarios, while not unique, show the

importance of Boolean functions in cryptography. Finding Boolean

functions with good properties and analyzing the best possible

trade-o�s among these properties are still crucial questions today.

Such functions could then be used in new, be�er designs of ci-

phers. For a detailed discussion on Boolean functions and vectorial

Boolean functions, we refer readers to [5, 6].

Physically Unclonable Functions (PUFs) are embedded or stan-

dalone devices used as a means to generate either a source of ran-

domness or to obtain an instance-speci�c uniqueness for secure

identi�cation. �is is achieved by relying on inherent uncontrol-

lable manufacturing process variations, which results in each chip

having a unique response. Optimization techniques can be used to

�nd a model (“clone”) of a PUF by modeling the delay vector of an

actual PUF in as few measurements as possible. For more details

on PUFs, we refer interested readers to [1, 20].

3.1 Notation
Let n,m be positive integers, i.e., n,m ∈ N+. We denote by Fn

2

the n-dimensional vector over F2 and by F2
n the �nite �eld with

2
n

elements. �e set of all n-tuples of elements in the �eld F2 is

denoted by Fn
2

, where F2 is the Galois �eld with two elements. For

any set S , we denote S\{0} by S∗. �e usual inner product of a and

b equals a · b =
⊕n

i=1
aibi in Fn

2
. �e Hamming weight (HW ) of a

Table 1: �e search space size for various input size n.

n 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

# 2
16

2
64

2
256

2
1 024

2
4 096

2
16 384

2
65 536

vector a, where a ∈ Fn
2

, is the number of non-zero positions in the

vector.

4 PROBLEMS BASED ON BOOLEAN
FUNCTIONS

�e role of Boolean functions is prominent in several areas besides

the cryptography, like sequences and coding theory. �erefore,

various methods for the construction of Boolean functions with

desired properties are of the direct interest. To be clear, we pro-

pose Boolean function problems that will use EC to �nd Boolean

functions with speci�c properties while it is also necessary for ex-

planatory purposes to describe in some detail these properties. For

further details on Boolean functions, we refer interested readers

to [5].

A Boolean function is any mapping from Fn
2

to F2. For a Boolean

function with n inputs, there are in total 2
2
n

possible Boolean

functions. We list several search space sizes for a Boolean function

with n inputs in Table 1 where it can be seen that the number of

functions grows exponentially and there is a variety of search space

sizes one can consider.

In order to be able to calculate di�erent cryptographic properties

of a Boolean function, we need to be able to switch among vari-

ous representations of Boolean functions. We discuss three such

representations in the next section.

4.1 Boolean Function Representations
A Boolean function f on Fn

2
can be uniquely represented by a

truth table (TT), which is a vector (f (0), ..., f (1)) that contains the

function values of f , ordered lexicographically, i.e., a ≤ b.

�e Walsh-Hadamard transformWf is a second unique represen-

tation of a Boolean function that measures the correlation between

f (x) and the linear functions a · x [5]:

Wf (a) =
∑
x ∈Fn

2

(−1)f (x )⊕a ·x . (1)

Finally, one can uniquely represent a Boolean function f on Fn
2

by means of a polynomial in F2 [x0, ...,xn−1] /(x2

0
− x0, ...,x

2

n−1
−

xn−1), i.e., by the Algebraic Normal Form (ANF). ANF is a multi-

variate polynomial de�ned as [24]:

f (x) =
⊕
a∈Fn

2

h(a) · xa , (2)

where h(a) is de�ned by the Möbius inversion principle

h(a) =
⊕
x �a

f (x), for any a ∈ Fn
2
. (3)

4.2 Solution Representation
�e problem of �nding a Boolean function with the desired crypto-

graphic properties is amenable to di�erent solution representations.
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Figure 1: Work�ow of CryptoBench framework. 1) Con�gure �le with function size and cryptographic properties 2) Run
evolutionary algorithm 3) Obtain truth table representation of a solution 4) Run Property checker 5) Use the checker’s output
as a metric of merit with values of desired properties. Note: this work�ow is valid for Boolean functions, vectorial Boolean
functions, and PUFs.

�is is important since many properties can be directly calculated

only from certain representations.

�e selection of the most appropriate representation of a so-

lution depends on di�erent objectives. For instance, one option

would be to use a solution representation that requires the least

number of changes of Boolean function representation in order to

calculate the necessary properties. A second option could be to use

a solution representation that is easier to understand or shorter –

for instance, truth table encoded with a bitstring representation is

easy to understand since each bit represents an output value for

a certain input values. Executable expression encoding could be

much more di�cult to understand but could potentially compactly

encode a Boolean function. What is common for all representations

is that they are unconstrained and it is of no importance for the so-

lution from the cryptographic perspective what encoding has been

used. Any unique encoding of a solution can be used to transform

the solution into any other encoding. Since speci�c cryptographic

properties pose challenges that di�er from one representation to an-

other, we expect the best results for problems of di�erent properties

to also di�er in which representation has been used.

Bitstring Representation. An obvious way of representing a Boolean

function is with its truth table, encoded as a sequence of bits. Since

the length of the truth table is 2
n

, where n is the number of Boolean

variables, this representation quickly becomes very large and in-

e�cient. Experiments with bitstring representation have been

conducted for sizes of up to 18 variables [14], but this encoding is

commonly applicable only for small scale problems, see [23, 32, 34].

Integer and Floating-point Representation. In the integer case, the

solution is encoded with an array of integer values, where each

value replaces a certain number of bits from the truth table. For

instance, a truth table of size 256 can also be represented with 32

integer variables in the range [0, 255]; this way, each integer value

is decoded into 8 bits that are concatenated in a complete truth

table.

�e same approach can be simulated with �oating-point values

in the range of [0, 1], where each �oating-point number is �rst

decoded into a corresponding integer value using a linear transfor-

mation, and then copied in the truth table. �is allows the use of

optimization algorithms that search the continuous domain. �ese

representations have been used for instance in [21, 36].

Executable expression representation. Another representation is

based on Genetic programming (GP), where a Boolean function is

represented through a combination of Boolean primitives such as

AND, XOR, NOT, etc. and input variables, and the expression is

evaluated to generate the Boolean truth table for each input com-

bination. �is representation is probably the most versatile one,

and has usually been shown to exhibit much be�er performance

than integer or �oating-point [32, 34]. �ere are many GP vari-

ants, such as Gene expression programming (GEP) or Cartesian

genetic programming (CGP), that can also be used to evolve vec-

torial Boolean functions (see Section 5). Examples of evolution of

Boolean functions with the executable expressions representation

are [14, 35].

4.3 Properties and Bounds
In this section, we list a number of properties of Boolean functions.

We also note con�icting properties, which means a trade-o� needs

to be chosen.

• A Boolean function f is balanced if it takes the value 1

exactly the same number 2
n−1

of times as value 0 when

the input ranges over Fn
2

.

• �e minimum Hamming distance between a Boolean func-

tion f and all a�ne functions (in the same number of

variables as f ) is called the nonlinearity of f . �e non-

linearity Nf of a Boolean function f can be expressed in
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terms of the Walsh-Hadamard coe�cients as [5]:

Nf = 2
n−1 − 1

2

max

a∈Fn
2

|Wf (a)|. (4)

�e Parseval’s relation equals:∑
a∈Fn

2

Wf (a)2 = 2
2n , (5)

and it implies that the mean of Wf (a)2 equals 2
n

, and

maxa∈Fn
2

|Wf (a)| is then at least equal to the square root

of this mean. From Eq. (5), it follows that the maximal

value of the Walsh-Hadamard spectrum equals at least 2

n
2 ,

which occurs with equality in the case of bent Boolean

functions. From this equation we see that the nonlinearity

of any Boolean function is less or equal to:

Nf ≤ 2
n−1 − 2

n
2
−1. (6)

• One related notion is of plateaued functions where the

Walsh-Hadamard spectrum takes one nonzero absolute

values and a value 0. If there is only one nonzero value,

we call such functions near-bent functions and if there are

two such values (i.e., both positive and a negative of some

value) then we call such functions semi-bent functions.

• A Boolean function f is correlation immune of order t
(in brief, CI (t)) if the output of the function is statistically

independent of the combination of any t of its inputs. For

the Walsh-Hadamard spectrum it holds equivalently [13]:

Wf (a) = 0, for 1 ≤ HW (a) ≤ t . (7)

• A Boolean function f is t-resilient if it is balanced and

with correlation immunity of order t [38].

• �e algebraic degree deд of a Boolean function f is de-

�ned as the number of variables in the largest product term

of the function’s ANF having a non-zero coe�cient [19]:

deд = max(HW (a) : h(a) = 1). (8)

Here, h(a) is de�ned by the Möbius inversion principle.

• �e algebraic immunity (AI ) of a Boolean function f is

the lowest degree of a nonzero function д from Fn
2

into

F2 for which f д = 0 or (f ⊕ 1)д = 0 where f and д are

Boolean functions. Here, f д is the Hadamard product of

f and д, whose support is the intersection of the supports

of f and д. A function д such that f д = 0 is called an

annihilator of f [24].

For a resilient Boolean function where t > 1 and t ,
n − 1, the following Siegenthaler bound holds [38]. �ere-

fore, the correlation immunity and the algebraic degree

properties are con�icting and it is not possible to obtain a

Boolean function with both properties optimal.

t ≤ n − deд − 1. (9)

4.4 Problems
�e variety of solution representations ans properties allows us to

de�ne a number of problems ranging from single-objective to many-

objective. Examples of problems valid for any Boolean function

size are:

(1) Finding bent functions (single-objective optimization). �is

could be stated as a problem of maximizing the nonlin-

earity property since bent functions have maximal possible

nonlinearity:

objective = Nf . (10)

(2) Finding balanced, highly nonlinear functions (single objec-

tive optimization with a constraint).

(3) Finding Boolean functions with a minimum HW and dif-

ferent values for correlation immunity (multi-objective

optimization). �is problem can be de�ned as:

objectiveA = |CI −TARGET CI |; (11)

objectiveB = MAX HW − HW , (12)

where the �rst criterion, objectiveA, is minimized, while

the second criterion, objectiveB , is maximized. CI rep-

resents the current value of correlation immunity and

TARGET CI represents the desired value for correlation

immunity. MAX HW is the maximal Hamming weight for

a Boolean function of n inputs and HW is the current value

of the Hamming weight.

(4) Finding balanced Boolean functions with a high nonlinear-

ity and a high algebraic degree (multi-objective optimiza-

tion).

(5) Finding balanced Boolean functions with a high nonlinear-

ity, large algebraic degree, large algebraic immunity, large

fast algebraic immunity, and large correlation immunity

(many-objective optimization).

(6) From Eq. (5) we see that the bent Boolean functions have

the Walsh-Hadamard spectrum equal to

���2 n
2

��� and therefore

we can pose the problem as a combinatorial one of �nding

the correct ordering of ±2

n
2 values. �is combinatorial

problem can be also extended for the near-bent and semi-

bent functions.

As an example, Figure 2 contrasts solutions for a number of

algorithms and encodings when looking for balanced, highly non-

linear functions. It compares solutions based on genetic algorithm

(GA), evolution strategy (ES), opt-IA, and CLONALG algorithms.

Each of the algorithms uses binary and �oating-point representa-

tion as denoted with b and f , respectively. When investigating

Boolean functions with 6 variables, seven out of eight algorithms

reach maximal value in 100% of cases (see Eq. (6)) while for the

case with 16 variables the behavior of the investigated algorithms

di�ers signi�cantly.

5 PROBLEMS BASED ON VECTORIAL
BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS

Similarly as the Boolean functions represent a source of nonlinearity

for stream ciphers, vectorial Boolean functions (functions with n
inputs and m outputs, i.e., (n,m)-functions) or S-boxes are a source

of nonlinearity for many block ciphers. We list some occurring S-

box sizes and cryptographic algorithms using them: 3×3 (3Way [9]),

4 × 4 (PRESENT [4]), 5 × 5 (Keccak [2]), 8 × 8 (AES [10]), and 6 × 4

(DES [12]).

An (n,m)-function is any mapping F from Fn
2

to Fm
2

. Such a F
can be de�ned as a vector F = (f1, · · · , fm ), where the Boolean
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(a) Boolean functions with 6 inputs. (b) Boolean functions with 8 inputs.

(c) Boolean functions with 10 inputs. (d) Boolean functions with 12 inputs.

(e) Boolean functions with 14 inputs. (f) Boolean functions with 16 inputs.

Figure 2: Results for balanced, highly nonlinear Boolean functions of various sizes, second problem in Section 4.4

Table 2: Search space size for (n,n)-functions.

n 4 5 6 7 8

# 2
64

2
160

2
384

2
896

2
2 048

functions fi : Fn
2
→ F2 for i ∈ {1, · · · ,m} are called the coordinate

functions of F. �e component functions of an (n,m)-function F are

all the linear combinations of the coordinate functions with non

all-zero coe�cients.

For S-boxes the search space size is signi�cantly larger than

that of Boolean functions since we need to consider all linear com-

binations of the coordinate functions when calculating a certain

property. In general, the number of possible solutions for an (n,m)-
function equals 2

m ·2n
. In Table 2 we give several search space sizes

for an (n,n)-function.

5.1 S-box Representations
An S-box can be represented in the truth table form as a matrix of

dimension 2
n ×m where each columnm represents one Boolean

function (i.e., one coordinate function).

�e Walsh-Hadamard transform of an S-box equals [6]:

WF (a,v) =
∑
x ∈Fn

2

(−1)v ·F (x )⊕a ·x , (13)

where a ∈ Fn
2

and v ∈ Fm∗
2

.

An (n,m)-function F can be represented as a list of values (lookup

table - LUT), with each value ranging from 0 to 2
m−1. Alternatively

said, an (n,m)-function can be implemented as a lookup table with

2
n

words ofm bits each. When n =m it is usual that the S-box is

bijective, i.e., that each value in the output appears exactly once.

5.2 Solution Representation
All representations listed in Section 4.2 for Boolean functions are

also valid for S-boxes and have particular importance when an
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S-box is not bijective, i.e., when n ,m. Such examples can be found

in S-boxes where the output dimension is strictly smaller than the

input dimension [6]. If an S-box is bijective, then the most natural

representation for it is the permutation encoding as explained in

the next section.

Permutation representation. In the permutation representation,

n × n S-box is de�ned with an array of 2
n

integer numbers with

values between 0 and 2
n − 1 (2

n
distinct values). Each of those

values occurs exactly once in an array and represents one entry for

the S-box lookup table, where inputs are in lexicographical order.

�is type of encoding enforces balancedness (see Section 5.3) and

signi�cantly reduces the search space with respect to a general

case.

Bitstring representation. Besides using bitstring representation

directly, i.e., to represent the values of an S-box, in certain cases it

is also possible to improve the properties of an S-box by utilizing

various linear/a�ne transformations. By using an a�ne transfor-

mation, it is possible to change the values for certain properties

(that are a�ne variant), while other properties stay unchanged

(a�ne invariant properties). Two S-boxes S1 and S2 of dimension

n × n are a�ne equivalent if the following equation holds [18]:

S1(x) = B(S2(A(x) ⊕ a)) ⊕ b, (14)

where A and B are invertible n × n matrices in GF (2) and a,b ∈ Fn
2

.

To evolve an improved S-box with regards to the a�ne variant

properties, we need to �nd appropriate a�ne transformation [37].

Accordingly, we evolve a�ne transformations where each individ-

ual consists of four units (in a general case). �e �rst two units

represent the matrices A and B while the last two units represent

the constants a and b. Since the values in matrices are bits, the

usage of a bitstring representation is a natural choice.

5.3 Properties and Bounds
Some (but not all) important and common properties of S-boxes

are:

• An (n,m)-function F is called balanced if it takes every

value of Fm
2

the same number 2
n−m

of times. Balanced

(n,n)-functions are permutations on Fn
2

[6].

• �e nonlinearity NF of an (n,m)-function F equals the

minimum nonlinearity of all non-zero linear combinations

b · F of its coordinate functions fi , where b ∈ Fm∗
2

[27]:

NF = 2
n−1 − 1

2

max

a ∈ Fn
2
,v ∈ Fm∗

2

|WF (a,v)|. (15)

�e maximal nonlinearity of any (n,n) S-box is upper

bounded by the following inequality:

NF ≤ 2
n−1 − 2

n−1

2 . (16)

• Let F be a function from Fn
2

into Fn
2

and a,b ∈ Fn
2

. We

denote:

D(a,b) = |
{
x ∈ Fn

2
: F (x + a) + F (x) = b

}
|. (17)

�e entry at the position (a,b) corresponds to the cardinal-

ity of D(a,b) and is denoted as δ (a,b). �e δ-uniformity
δF is then de�ned as [3, 26]:

δF = max

a,0,b
δ (a,b). (18)

Table 3: Nonlinearity value for an 8 × 8 S-box

Technique best obtained nonlinearity

Random search [25] 98

Hill climbing [25] 100

Simulated annealing [7] 102

Genetic algorithm [33] 104

Finite �eld inversion [26] 112

• To de�ne the algebraic degree of an S-box, we use the

algebraic normal form (ANF) representation of a Boolean

function f represented by a polynomial in

F2 [x0, ...,xn−1] /(x2

0
− x0, ...,x

2

n−1
− xn−1) [5]. �e alge-

braic degree deдF of an S-box F is the maximum algebraic

degree of all non-zero linear combinations of the coordi-

nate functions (i.e., component functions) or coordinate

functions of F [6]:

deдF = max

b ∈Fm∗
2

deд(b · F ). (19)

5.4 Problems
We emphasize that the list of properties in Section 5.3 is far from

complete. Examples of several problems are:

• Finding bijective S-boxes with as high as possible nonlin-

earity (single-objective optimization).

• Finding bijective S-boxes with as high as possible nonlin-

earity and as low as possible di�erential uniformity (multi-

objective optimization).

• Finding bijective S-boxes with as high as possible nonlin-

earity, as low as possible di�erential uniformity, and as high

as possible algebraic degree (multi-objective optimization).

• Whenm is strictly smaller than n, �nding S-boxes where

each coordinate function is bent (single-objective optimiza-

tion).

As an example of diversity of techniques used here, we list sev-

eral techniques used to �nd 8 × 8 S-box with as high as possible

nonlinearity in Table 3. �e �nite �eld inversion method is an

algebraic construction and we still need to �nd evolutionary algo-

rithm/representation enabling us to reach that value.

6 PROBLEMS BASED ON PHYSICALLY
UNCLONABLE FUNCTIONS

�e basic idea of a Physically Unclonable Function (PUF) is to

provide a function with a unique response (or a measurement)

that can be used as a means of secure identi�cation. �is property

is usually obtained by using a unique physical structure of each

individual PUF. For this approach to be feasible, one commonly

relies on inherent manufacturing di�erences that give each PUF

instance a unique identity [20].

In this case we address the so called arbiter PUFs, which consist

of one or more chains of two 2-bit multiplexers that have identical

layouts (Figure 3). Each multiplexer pair is denoted a stage, with

n stages in a single chain. �ere is a single input signal that is

introduced to the �rst stage to both bo�om and top multiplexer in

the pair (red and blue). �e chain is fed a control signal of n bits
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Figure 3: Depiction of an n-stage arbiter PUF.

called a challenge (bits c1 to cn ), where each bit determines whether

the two input signals in that stage would be switched (crossed over)

or not.

In ideal conditions, the input signal would propagate at the same

speed through each stage and both the lower and upper signal

would arrive at the arbiter at the same time. However, due to the

manufacturing inconsistencies, the delay of each multiplexer is

slightly di�erent, and the top and bo�om input signals are not

synchronized. �e arbiter at the end of the chain determines which

signal arrived earlier and thus forms the response (0 or 1). Addi-

tionally, to increase the resistance of PUFs to a�acks, commonly

several arbiter chains are placed on the chip and their outputs are

XORed to build the �nal response bit.

�e response of a PUF is determined by the delay di�erence

between the top and bo�om input signal, which is in turn the

sum of delay di�erences of the individual stages. To e�ciently

model a PUF, one usually tries to determine the delay vector w =
(w1, . . . ,wn+1) which models the delay di�erences in each stage.

�e delay di�erence ∆D at the end of a chain can be calculated as

∆D = wTϕ, (20)

where the feature vector ϕ is derived from the challenge vector as

ϕi =
n∏
l=i

(−1)cl for 1 6 i 6 n, (21)

and where ϕn+1 = 1. �e �nal response is equal to 1 if ∆D < 0 and

0 otherwise.

�e standard optimization approach with this problem would be

to generate the pairs of challenges and corresponding responses

and try to �nd the delay vector that exhibits the same behavior,

e.g. by minimizing the number of wrong responses. While the

real data from the actual PUFs can be used in this process, one can

easily generate challenge and response pairs with a prede�ned or

randomly created target delay vector.

�is problem represents an excellent example of continuous

optimization where the input data can be easily generated and

accommodated for di�erent problem sizes. For instance, a small

scale instance is an example of a single-chain arbiter PUF with

64 stages, which is modeled with a �oating-point vector of size

65. Larger instances can include multiple chains (e.g. 4) with as

many as 256 stages in each chain, giving a search space of 4 × 257

variables. At the same time, by varying the number of challenges,

the problem hardness can be modi�ed; e.g. the desired responses for

several tens of challenges are relatively easy to model, but �nding

a model for several thousand challenges is much more demanding,

since it requires a greater precision in delay variables.

Table 4: Problem hardness for PUF modeling.

chains×stages/challenges 4x64/128 6x64/256 4x64/1 000

GA 0 1 221

GA/hybrid 0 1 102

CMA-ES 0 0 112

ClonAlg 0 19 218

OptIA 0 11 179

Table 5: Problem parameters in�uencing the search space
size and complexity.

Problem type Search space size Complexity tunability

Boolean functions # of inputs (2
2
n

) # of properties

S-boxes # of inputs and outputs (2
m2

n
) # of properties

PUFs # of chains and stages # of challenges

Table 6: Problem properties and objective type.

Problem type Properties Range Goal

Boolean functions Balanced [yes, no] constraint

Nonlinearity [0, 2
n−1 −2

n/2−1] maximization

Algebraic degree [0, n − 1] maximization

Correlation immunity [0, n − deд − 1] maximization

Algebraic immunity [0, dn/2e] maximization

S-boxes Balanced [yes, no] constraint

Nonlinearity [0, 2
n−1 − 2

n−1

2 ] maximization

Algebraic degree [0, n − 1] maximization

Di�erential uniformity [2, 2
n ] minimization

PUFs error of the model [0, 1] minimization

Finally, since real-world PUFs incorporate noisy output, one

can easily generate data with appropriate noise levels and try to

minimize the error. �is problem can also be addressed in the

context of machine learning, where we use training and testing

challenge/response pairs, and try to optimize the model to predict

the unseen challenge data.

Table 4 illustrates the problem hardness for several algorithms

and problem sizes, where the results are given as the number of

incorrect responses; we report only the best result obtained by each

algorithm. Since we do not conduct an algorithm comparison at

this stage, we omit the algorithms’ parameters and note we used the

same number of evaluations as the stopping criteria. �e algorithm

denoted “GA/hybrid” is a combination of a classic genetic algorithm

in which a local search strategy of Hooke-Jeeves is used to �nd a

local minimum solution before each genetic operator.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present several realistic classes of problems from

the cryptographic domain that could be used as a source of bench-

mark problems in the evolutionary computation �eld. Table 5

describes how the size of the search space and problem complexity

can be tuned using the parameters of each presented benchmark

example. With these problem classes, one can investigate vari-

ous problem sizes, the number of cryptographic properties to be

optimized, as well as the solution representations.
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�e results obtained from such tests can be used to �ll the gaps

in the current benchmarking but also to compare with other types

of heuristics or even to propose new solutions that are be�er from

the currently known ones. Such a scenario would o�er additional

bene�t of increasing the level of con�dence in evolutionary com-

putation from di�erent communities. Finally, although we present

here only three problem classes to form the benchmark set, one can

easily �nd several more interesting problems in the cryptographic

domain.
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